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Abstract The Internet of Things (IoT) has emerged as a disruptive tech-
nology for the current and future of computing and communication. IoT is
characterized by a variety of heterogeneous technologies and devices able to
be connected to the Internet. Current and future research and development
efforts aim at adding artificial intelligence to IoT systems, enabling devices
to become smart and thus make autonomous decisions individually or collec-
tively. Additionally, such smart devices have the ability to interact not only
with other smart devices but also with humans. Thus, the aim of this paper is
to investigate the usability of the artificial intelligence in the IoT paradigm. To
achieve the approach, a system called smart-IoT is built based on artificial neu-
ral networks, namely, neural networks have been learned by back-propagation
algorithm. The system is tested using mobile devices under Android as smart
objects. Experiments with neural networks were carried on certain services
(such as auto set alarms for a specific event, or estimating the time to return
home). These experiments showed the feasibility of embedding neural networks
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techniques into the IoT system. The approach allows also for easy adding of
new services, which in turn means that smart IoT is a modular and full-fledged
system.

Keywords Artificial Intelligence (AI) · Neural Networks · Internet of Things
(IoT) · Mobile Device · Mobile Service System · System Design

1 Introduction

The Internet is nowadays a powerful tool used in all IT systems. The salient
feature of the Internet is its ubiquity, namely, the network is available at home,
at the university and on portable, small devices (phones, watches), sensors,
etc. The ubiquity and the ever increasing improvement of small devices both
in terms of connectivity and computaional resources have lead to the Internet
of Things (IoT). It is estimated that up to 15 billion of different devices are
currently connected to the Internet, where this can be less than 1% of what
might actually be connected to the network [8,9,13,19,28].

The purpose of this paper is to investigate how Artificial Intelligence (AI)
techniques and methods can be used in the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm
to endow IoT systems with various degrees of intelligence. It should be noted
here that given the limitations of IoT devices, it is not clear which AI tech-
niques are suitable for what kind of IoT systems. While we investigate the
above issue from a general perspective, on the one hand, to make the study con-
crete, here we consider mobile devices, typically mobile phones under Android,
as an intelligent object for the IoT system; on the other hand, we consider Neu-
ral Networks with back-propagation as a main AI method implemented in this
system. In addition, a review of current state of the art related to the problem
is presented, by critically analysing their advantages and disadvantages. The
paper covers also some software engineering issues for building IT systems,
using mobile devices and AI methods (issues of system security in terms of
data management are not considered here).

The reminder of the paper is organised as follows. We start with an analysis
of mobile devices as intelligent objects in the Section 2. A detailed analysis of
the functionalities and elements of the created system is given in the Section 3.
It covers the basic definitions as well as the architecture, communication of
the objects. We continue in Section 4 with an examination of selected AI
techniques by exploring general issues related to AI along with a more detailed
presentation of selected methods used to implement the IoT prototype. Next,
in Section 5, a technical sketch of the IT prototype is presented, where the
specific functionality of the system is detailed. An analysis of the operations of
the system along with its evaluation is given in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7,
a summary of the research findings, challenges of the problem, and further
research directions as well as implementation areas are discussed.
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Fig. 1 The location of mobile devices in the context of IoT architectures.

2 Mobile Devices as Intelligent Objects

The number of devices used in systems based on the IoT concept is exponen-
tially growing. It is now becoming commonplace that a person is surrounded
by many devices that can assist him and make some decisions either auto-
matically or through an interaction process. To be able to achieve the best
out of the IoT devices capabilities, they should be smart, therefore the field of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is crucial to achieve smart IoT. However, the nature
and limitations of IoT devices require the right choice of AI methods in order
to increase the intelligence and the accuracy of the decision, while ensuring
intuitive and easy-to-use human interfaces and communications [1,10,17,30,
31].

To make the discussion concrete, we consider here the use of artificial intel-
ligence in IoT systems based on the mobile devices as smart objects. It should
be noted that there is a great variety of smart devices, among which mobile
devices are among most important ones. According to the IoT concept, mo-
bile devices, e.g. mobile phones, can be treated as intelligent objects. Indeed,
they have built-in sensors, a place for local data storage, and communication
technology elements, among others. Fig. 1 shows the location of mobile de-
vices in the context of the IoT architecture. It can be said that regardless of
the architecture chosen, mobile devices fully support elements associated with
the lowest layers of perception. Furthermore, without the need to add supple-
mentary physical devices to the architecture, and only with internal software,
components such as pre-processing and local storage can communicate with
other intelligent devices in the system, and transmit data to the gateway (to
deliver to relevant applications, services or servers). Thanks to this view of
mobile devices, they can be easily integrated into information systems based
on IoT [2,4,16,20,22,27,29].

In fact, mobile devices are hybrid devices in the IoT context sonce they can
also play the role of a computer. In addition to using them to only collect sensor
data they have a variety of sensors (up to a dozen) different applications that
may be able to manage other IoT objects can be developed. This allows them
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to be aggregators of network traffic from multiple sensors. These devices have
significant processing capabilities and can also act as gateways to platforms
offering various services [33,34,35].

In the following sections we focus on endowing IoT systems with artificial
intelligence, and propose a system to assess the suitability of selected artificial
intelligence methods for use in the IoT paradigm.

3 Operation of IoT systems with artificial intelligence

Systems built on IoT concept use not only simple sensors transmitting infor-
mation to systems that primarily operate on the basis of statistics and simple
mathematical calculations. Such systems are increasingly being developed for
making decisions on different aspects and contexts. It is easy to imagine a sys-
tem that turns on heating only on the basis of ambient temperature. However,
it could regulate the temperature also in terms of the number of people in
the room, the habits of a user, specific rooms or daytime. Therefore, endow-
ing intelligence to these systems is an important issue, yet rather complex.
In the forementioned example of ambient temperature and user habits makes
us aware that the IoT system should somehow learn about these users habits
and adjust to them. Such actions are not to be achieved by simple statistics
or simple equations. Here we need more refined and complex tools such ones
based on artificial intelligence [6,7,11,16,21,26]

The idea of using artificial intelligence in the Internet of Things is a further
step - namely, a question of the independence of machines in the context of
their supervision. The use of AI methods can have advantages on decision
making either autonomously by IoT system or in communication with humans
[23,24].

3.1 Architecture of Smart IoT system

Endowing the IoT system with AI arises the issue of its location in the IoT
architecture. There are several aspects to be taken into account, such as the
performance and the amount of data space that is certain system knowledge,
so AI techniques will be allocated to adequate levels. Fig. 2 shows the general
idea of embedding AI in the context of general IoT architectures [14,18,?].

AIs most natural places are the servers of all types because of their comput-
ing power. This location positively affects one more aspect - reusability. The
place of action of various AI tools can be compared to the human brain. Due
to the fact that all knowledge and related inference and learning are placed in
the servers, it is possible to use them in a broader perspective. For example,
a subsystem using AI tools can react on a number of devices and sensors, and
thus build a structure that will provide intelligence for all interrelated compo-
nents. Such an approach can respond to changes in the global environment,
so that it can better adapt to changes. Of course, a location of artificial in-
telligence in the servers does not exclude the possibility of placing it directly
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Fig. 2 Placement of artificial intelligence in IoT architectures.

in devices, but a general set of knowledge available throughout the system
greatly enhances its intelligence capabilities. Some artificial intelligence com-
ponents can be distributed directly to the devices, depending on the specific
application and problem to be solved [1,2,3].

Fig. 3 shows a general flow of information in IoT systems with AI. Blue
arrows display data sent from the real world to different (parts of) systems. Red
arrows show data processed by systems that already have the right context,
and to which IoT systems and devices can respond appropriately (make the
right decisions). Black arrows represent internal communication, understood as
an additional communication channel between intelligent objects themselves.
This channel is a communication bus that can send data over the Internet,
but does not need to (other technologies such as bluetooth are used). These
are three steps to share communication with, they represent key elements of
the entire IoT system operation using artificial intelligence [1,2,13].

3.2 Preliminary communication

The first stage can be called pre-communication (blue arrows in Fig. 3). At
the beginning, according to the IoT concept, data from the environment (real
world) is collected by IoT devices. These can be external sensors as well as
those built into the device. They are then pre-processed to be legible for the
rest of the system. Depending on the specific case, data is transmitted over the
Internet to major IoT system or between other devices to gather all relevant
information from the real world (internal communication elements) [33,35]. In
the context of mobile devices, it is also important to temporarily store item
information when there is no access to the Web. When all data, in the context
of a specific cycle, are already in the IoT system, they are properly prepared
for the external AI system. This process may include an appropriate selection
of specific information to be targeted for a particular AI tool (for example,
ambient temperature and number of people as input parameters to the neural
network in the temperature control system) [30,32].
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Fig. 3 General flow of information in IoT system with AI.

Contextual communication

The next stage of communication is a contextual communication (red arrows).
Its main purpose is to provide specific system responses to IoTs and subsys-
tems that are supposed to take concrete action in the context of the relevant
decision. When the AI processing ends and gives a certain answer, it should
be appropriately interpreted. This task should perform the main IoT system.
It is often the case that the AI response is a numerical value, which, with-
out relevant context, makes no sense. Therefore, an important step is to link
them with the knowledge base so that the overall response of the system to
the specific problem can be deduced, and thus responded accordingly, i.e. to
make a smart decision. Data found in major IoT system should be interpreted
properly and could usually be sent to some of IoT devices so that they can re-
spond appropriately. It is also possible to imagine a situation where processed
data must be sent to other IoT devices than those from which the original
data originated. An example may be a monitoring system. Devices that have
cameras send real-time data to major IoT systems that, once a specific threat
has been detected (use of AIs), can send data to other IoT devices that may
respond to such threats in some way [2,12].

Internal communication

Internal communication (black arrows) is an additional communication. In the
proposed model, it can be placed both in the pre-communicative and the con-
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Fig. 4 Main elements of AI systems in the IoT concept.

textual stage. In the first case, it can be used to gather enough data from
multiple devices and send them simultaneously to higher system layers. In the
latter case, having already made a specific response from the system, it can
be used to work together with multiple devices simultaneously. Such an ap-
proach, combined with additional AI elements within the devices themselves,
can introduce more aspects of autonomy into smart objects [2,12].

Artificial Intelligence-based IoT

The above stages are related to the general description of IoT systems using
artificial intelligence. The following are directly related to AI systems. Fig. 4
shows schematically the main elements of the external AI systems, as key
elements in the IoT concept. External AI systems primarily include a variety
of AI methods (e.g. artificial neural networks or expert systems) that are
responsible for various types of intelligent decision-making operations based
on the knowledge acquired and for supporting other simpler systems those are
part of the whole IoT system. In addition to the specific AI implementations,
the four main elements of artificial intelligence, which have a significant impact
on the performance of IoT systems, are directly related to the behaviour of
the systems themselves (mainly for the sake of learning):

– Activity Classification is an action in which sensor data is transferred to a
learning algorithm in the form of isolated features that are calculated after
initial data processing. Classification functions are used for this purpose
during pre-processing. The key element here is an appropriate labeling of
the data set (for example, by semantic labeling) that comes from the real
world. This allows the data to have extracted elements (traits) that are
essential in the context of machine learning and later system operation.
This action selects the most important features and is one of the main AI
components in the IoT system [2].

– Classifier Training is a process of building general models of reasoning. To
build the right model it needs the right knowledge that is acquired from
an environment. Building classifiers for IoT is crucial for inference and
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decision-making from various types of intelligent objects. Another impor-
tant aspect is also training. In the case of system operation and retrieval
of new data, the system may be able to self-classify the classifiers and in-
vestigate their accuracy without user intervention (for example, systems
based on a time-element detection) [2].

– Classifier Location refers to specific location of the learned classifiers. Their
placement must be thought out mainly because of the high computational
cost. Classifying data from a large number of devices, apart from high com-
putational cost, can endanger the scalability of the entire system. There-
fore, it is important to separate the main artificial intelligence methods
into external systems that have high computing power and leave inside
only those supporting IoT devices (if needed). Equally important at this
point is the initial data processing so as not to send them directly from
the sensors (raw data). The purpose of preprocessing the data is to adapt
them for communication protocols, which directly relate to the reduction
of the volumes transfer, thus reducing the bandwidth required (e.g. data
fusion methods can be employed).

– Active Learning is often referred to as learning by inquiry and is an addi-
tional, albeit equally important, element. Just like in the case of teaching
classifiers, here we can talk about training. Active learning involves ask-
ing the user whether the system has made the right decision, and if not,
where he has gone wrong. With such knowledge, AI systems can rebuild
their inference model to avoid similar errors in the future. Examples may
be various types of recommendation systems that may take into account
user feedback on previous recommendations [2,25].

The above elements show that an appropriate integration of AI methods
into IoT architecture arises many challenges and problems to be addressed.

3.3 Integration of AI Methods into IoT Architecture

To investigate an actual usefulness of AI methods in the IoT concept, an
IT system has been developed, the technical aspects of which are discussed in
this subsection. Functional and non-functional requirements of this system are
discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The proposed system (hereafter, smart-IoT)
aims to study the time of return home and set alarms at an appropriate time
for a given event. The proposed system consists of three main components:

– Mobile devices - smart objects
– Central server - the main IoT management system
– Micro-sites - contain elements related to AI methods

Fig. 5 (left) shows a general scheme of the prototyped system, which is
based on 4-layer architecture:

– Perception layer - its main task is to collect data from the environment
using built-in sensors in cell phones (GPS, accelerometer, and gyroscope)
and their initial processing.
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Fig. 5 The scheme of smart-IoT system (left). Schematic operation of smart objects in
smart-IoT system (right).

– Network layer - responsible for transferring data between all system com-
ponents. IEEE 802 protocols (in particular LAN and Wi-Fi networks) are
used.

– Processing layer - is an essential part of the whole system. This layer is
responsible for processing the information in the central server with the
proper use of micro-services, i.e. AI methods. Its primary purpose is to
process input data and generate a specific response for them in the context
of the service.

– Application layer - is responsible for presenting the data to the end user.
Its main role is to keep the data up-to-date (updated accordingly from the
decision-making module).

The following subsections present its technical aspects in the context of
specific elements.

3.4 Intelligent objects in the system

Intelligent objects in the proposed system are mobile devices (specifically mo-
bile phones). Their main task is to collect relevant data from the real world
using built-in sensors. The next step concerns the initial processing of the data.
All these tasks are performed using a dedicated mobile application. According
to the IoT concept, all devices must be uniquely identifiable throughout the
system. To that end numeric identifiers are used. Each mobile device trans-
mits a unique identifier, which is then recorded on the central management
server. This approach also allows to limit access to unauthorized devices, as
the system will only support the information that is stored in a user database.
Fig. 5 (right) shows the diagram of smart objects.
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A dedicated mobile application, in addition to storing a given device iden-
tifier, also has elements that identify the service they are performing. This
is to ensure versatility. After receiving data from the sensors, the application
must recognize their destination (choose which services are intended for data
consumption). The next step is then to prepare them in a readable form for a
central server. For this purpose, it is proposed to use the HTTP protocol. For
the server to be able to properly interpret the data, send the following items:

– The identifier of the device from which the information originates,
– Service ID, so that the central server can call the appropriate method (one

sensor can use multiple services)
– Described environmental data (for example GPS data as latitude and lon-

gitude).

Such elements form the basis of the entire process that occurs at the level
of intelligent objects.

3.5 Main IoT components

The main components of IoT system are implemented at a central server acting
as a manager. It consists of four essential elements:

– Service Identification Module
– AI Management Module
– Decision-Making Module
– Database

The Service Identification Module is responsible for properly interpreting
the incoming data from the devices. Its key task is to group data by type
of service and device. For this purpose, it uses a database connection, where
all configurations of the registered devices are stored (information about the
services the device uses and corresponding AI tool used). Another element is
the AI management module. It receives grouped data from the service iden-
tification module so that it can send the appropriate parameters to the ap-
propriate micro-services, which are used for AI calculations. Upon receipt of
the response, the data is sent to the decision-making module that performs
the operations of the service. This can be a simple display of information on
a central system or sending data to an IoT device that is supposed to take a
user decision (in the context of the smart-IoT system the alarm setting time).
The operation flow of the central server is schematically shown in Fig. 6 (left).

3.6 Components of artificial intelligence

Intelligent components are responsible for intelligent calculations in the con-
text of AI methods. For the smart-IoT system, it is proposed to use micro-
services as a service for specific methods. The micro-service assumes the shar-
ing of one specific service (for example, the implementation of a particular
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Fig. 6 Description of central management server operation in smart-IoT system (left).
Micro-service diagram of smart-IoT system (right).

artificial neural network model). With this approach, the central server does
not need to know exactly what element of artificial intelligence is used to solve
a problem but to know its existence through an ID. This approach can pro-
vide a quick adjustment of AI methods in the context of the device. The REST
(Representational State Transfer) interface has been proposed for communi-
cation with micro-services.

In the context of REST an important concept is the resource. In the con-
text of the smart-IoT system, resources can represent specific micro-services,
so artificial intelligence is implemented. In addition, each resource can be in-
voked by one of the four interchangeable methods, so that other effects can
be derived for the same URI (for example, calling a micro-site in the context
of neural network training or in the context of obtaining a particular result in
the inference process). In addition, in the context of AI components, an exter-
nal machine learning program was proposed. Its goal is to train appropriate
AI tool, and build on it a mathematical model of reasoning. Such a model is
placed in micro-sites where it can be used to make decisions for a particular
device. Fig. 6 (right) shows a diagram of the operation of micro-services in
smart-IoT system. The next section focuses on the practical implementation
of this system together with the evaluation of the use of selected AI methods
in IoT systems.

4 Smart-IoT Service System built using AI approach

We start here by a description of the functional and non-functional require-
ments and the technologies used for the smart-IoT system.

4.1 Functional requirements to the Smart-IoT system

The use case diagram in Fig. 7 (left) illustrates the general functional require-
ments of the smart-IoT system.
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Fig. 7 General use case diagram of smart-IoT system (left). Mobile Device Use-case Dia-
gram for a time-back-home Service (right).

Building a system based on the proposed architecture (see Section 3) has
led to the creation of two main functionalities. The first is to measure the time
to return home. This functionality is responsible for displaying the home-return
time accurately to the minute in real-time, after having entered the location
data of the place of residence. The second feature is the automatic setting
of an alarm clock on the phone for a specific event. The alarm starts at a
predetermined time and the proposed departure time is given so that the
user can manage the event (for example, a job or meeting with a client). To
determine the alarm and exit times, the system needs input data: the location
of the place where the event occurs and the start time of the event.

The main functions (services) of the smart-IoT described above are used to
calculate relevant information from selected AI methods (artificial neural net-
works). Consequently, an additional console application for learning neuronal
networks has been developed with the method of error back propagation. A
detailed description of the services is presented next.

Use case: The time to return home

The home-return service uses two sensors in the phone: the GPS module and
the accelerometer. The first one collects location data in the form of latitude
and longitude, while the second one is used to determine the speed of move-
ment. This service needs input data as the length and latitude of a users
residence. Fig. 7 (right) shows the use case diagram for the smart object in
the context of the service described. According to the description of the sys-
tem architecture, such objects must additionally prepare data for the central
server.

The data transmitted from the mobile device to the central server includes
the following information: length and latitude of place of residence, the latitude
and longitude of the current location, current speed of movement and system
time.
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Fig. 8 Sequence Diagram for Home Return Time Service.

The device sends this information to the server intermittently (as specified
a number of seconds). With this information, the central server is able to count
the distance of residence from the current position, the direction of travel and
the offset distance from the last measurement. The archival data from the
previous readings is used for the last two items.

This allows the following input to the neural network to be prepared:

– distance of current position from the place of residence - numerical value
in meters,

– current time - a numerical value specifying the number of minutes per day,
counted from midnight,

– speed of movement - in km / h unit,
– shift from the last measurement - measured in meters,
– direction of movement - north, south, east, west,
– direction to the place of residence - as above.

Based on the presented 6 input parameters, the artificial neural network
corresponds to a specific numerical value that represents the estimated return
time of the user to the home. This value, like the parameter, the current time, is
given as the minute number counted from midnight. The server interprets the
result accordingly and sends it to the mobile device where a specific response
is displayed. In addition, this response is also displayed on the server itself.
The process of this service is illustrated in the sequence diagram in Fig. 8.

Automatic alarm setting

The auto-event alert service is designed to notify you when you should leave
your home to reach a specific destination at your desired time. Data about the
destination and the time of the planned arrival are needed, based on which,
the mobile device will alert the user at the soonest time of the departure.

An additional element here is the so-called make sure you leave the house.
A mobile device using the fact of connecting to a home Wi-Fi network (if
any) and additionally location data resides periodically, using an alarm, to
leave until you leave home. When the device has moved away from home, it
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Fig. 9 Mobile Device Use Case Diagram for Automatic Alarm Setting Service.

is assumed that the user has left and goes to the destination. In this case, the
phone informs about the so-called time indicator of arrival (messages: ahead
of time, in standard, late). Fig. 9 shows a use case diagram for an intelligent
object in this service context.

The artificial neural network

To set the alarm time, the service is based on historical data that is used to
train an artificial neural network. The neural network thus constructed has
the following input parameters:

– distance of the target position from the place of residence - numerical value
in meters,

– time of arrival - the numerical value for the number of minutes per day,
counted from the north,

– average time of arrival at similar distance in minutes - data from previous
journeys that represent the correct value,

– distance difference in meters - the difference between the first parameter,
ie the distance between the target position and the distance found in the
archives.

Based on the above input parameters, the artificial neural network cal-
culates a specific result and presents it as a time (minutes from midnight),
representing the departure time. Once the server responds to the response,
the appropriate time is sent to the mobile device that will start alerting the
user at a certain time that the time of departure is approaching. Fig. 10 shows
the operation of this service illustrated in the sequence diagram. It is worth
mentioning that the elements related to the transmission of the arrival time
index use the sequence of action described in Fig. 8.

4.2 Non-functional requirements of the Smart-IoT system

For proper operation of the smart-IoT system it should meet the following
standard requirements:
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Fig. 10 Sequence Diagram for the Automatic Alarm Setting Service.

– Minimum Android 4.4 phone with GPS, accelerometer, and optional mag-
netometer - serves as an IoT device (we used a mobile device with 2 GB
of RAM and a 4-core 2.2 GHz processor).

– A central server and micro-services installed.
– A wireless Wi-Fi router in a location that was previously described as a

home.

5 Suitability of AI Methods for the IoT Concept

5.1 Neural Network Model for Usage in the IoT Applications

In the context of technical applications, artificial neural network is a collection
of interconnected simple processing units whose action is inspired by biological
neurons. On the other side, it can be seen as a set of highly parallel and
distributed CPUs, consisting of simple computational elements that have a
natural tendency to memorize the information provided. All knowledge and
capabilities of such network are stored in the form of architecture, and in its
weight of connections between units. Weights are determined by the learning
process. The knowledge is gained from an environment in the course of learning
process.

Schematic representation of the artificial neural network is shown in Fig. 11.
In this case, each neuron is connected to each neuron from the next layer. This
means that the output of a certain neuron goes to the inputs of the entire next
layer. Such a model of neural network is called multilayer perceptron. It is the
most commonly used model for solving a variety of problems. We distinguish
three types of layers:

– Duplicating layer distributes signal to the first layer hidden in unchanged
form, not a processing layer.
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Fig. 11 Model of Artificial Neural Network.

– Hidden layers (or one) they are processing layers. Each neuron of this layer
accepts all the neurons output from the previous layer, calculates the sum
of the sum and gives the value of the activation function for that sum.

– Output layer the processing layer, but its output is the final response of
the network for the given input pattern.

To train such a network the backpropagation error algorithm is most often
used. The number of neurons in hidden layers must be well matched. Too few
of them cause the inability of the network to accumulate sufficient knowledge
about the problem to be solved. Too many neurons in turn cause too much
memory training data, which causes problems with generalization of input
patterns.

In the artificial neural networks, two phases can be distinguished, the first
of which is learning phase, while the other one is a response phase to the
specified external stimulus. This network is first trained, and after this process
is able to react appropriately to the input element. It is worth mentioning
that there are two types of learning: supervised learning and unsupervised
learning. The first of them implies some supervision over the stage of learning.
It consists in creating a learning set of data pairs input object (e.g. vector)
and desired output (e.g. specific numeric value). This type of learning is often
used for classification problems. It consists of assigning specific input values
to a certain predefined class. With this approach, a neural network builds its
internal structure so that it responds appropriately to the input. With good
input selection, the network is also able to respond well to a stimuli that it did
not know before. An example of a neural network that is taught in a supervised
manner is multilayer perceptron (see Fig. 11).

The second type of machine learning, used in artificial neural networks,
involves the absence of a teacher (human supervision). This means that a net-
work does not have direct information about the desired response and models
the response function on the stimulus itself. Generated responses must be ap-
propriately interpreted in the context of a particular problem. This type of
learning is used in the context of grouping. This means that having a certain
set of data, the neural network is trying to find a relationship between them.
Depending on which features of the objects are taken into account and what is
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the accuracy of grouping, the neural network will recognize a certain number
of groups of similar objects, for example - grouping colors in terms of their
brightness. An example of a network using unattended learning is the so-called
Hopfield network [15].

Backpropagation error algorithm is the most commonly used neural net-
work learning method and is based on supervised teaching of unidirectional
multi-layer neural networks as it is one of the most effective methods. Before
the operation of the algorithm, all neural network weights are randomized.

In the next section, we exemplify a neural network usage in the IoT system
and perform extended experiments. A detailed analysis of results is also given.

6 Experimental Study and Analysis

In order to judge on the suitability of selected artificial intelligence methods
in the smart-IoT system, namely, artificial neural networks with back prop-
agation, an empirical study through various tests is conducted. For the tests
a route of 4 km was selected. To obtain training data for a neural network,
measurements were made at different times of the day. There have been 10
routes (under the same configuration, some of them on foot and some by pub-
lic transportation). From each run of one route 100 measurements were taken
from different parts of it. As a result, the training data contained 1000 items.

These consisted of the following (also previously described) six input pa-
rameters: distance of your current position from your place of residence, cur-
rent time, speed of movement, shift from the last measurement, direction of
movement, direction to the place of residence.

For the first measurement, it was assumed that the offset parameter from
the last measurement was 0. For each element containing 6 input parameters,
the correct result was known, i.e. the return time to the home. Having all of
the above elements, two neural networks, multi-layer perceptrons, reverse-error
propagation algorithms were studied. In both cases, a sigmoidal activation
function was selected.

The description of the network is as follows:

– A neural network with one hidden layer, called SN1 - a network containing
6 input neurons, 3 hidden neurons and 1 output neuron.

– Neural network with two hidden layers, called SN2 - a network containing
6 input neurons, 3 neurons in the first hidden layer, 2 neurons in the second
hidden layer and 1 output neuron.

In addition, an SN3 neural network, which contains 4 input neurons, 3
neurons in the hidden layer and 1 neuron output, was taught for the auto-
matic setting of the alarm. The above network contains the following input
parameters (the same set of training data that was tailored to this problem
was used): distance of the target position from the place of residence, time
to reach the destination, average time to reach a similar distance in minutes,
distance difference in meters.
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Table 1 Test results in SN1 and SN2 neural networks for home-return testing service.

current distance actual time given time given
time to home (km) time (min) by SN1 network by SN2 network

1 9:00 4 37 42 40
2 9:00 3 25 23 26
3 9:00 2 12 9 12
4 9:00 3 23 21 21
5 9:00 2 11 10 9
6 9:00 1 7 5 6
7 17:00 4 48 51 45
8 17:00 3 32 30 30
9 17:00 2 20 14 17
10 17:00 3 25 29 29
11 17:00 2 14 12 11
12 17:00 1 7 8 7

Table 2 Test results in SN1 and SN2 neural networks for home-return testing service.

meeting distance to exit time given arrival
hour destination (km) by the network time

1 08:00 4 7:10 7:49
2 08:00 4 7:14 7:57
3 08:00 4 7:09 7:52
4 12:00 4 11:15 11:45
5 12:00 4 11:20 11:46
6 16:00 4 15:01 15:55
7 16:00 4 15:09 16:10
8 16:00 4 15:03 16:16

Fig. 12 Comparison of neural networks with actual data in IoT solutions for number of
samples (left). Comparison of neural networks with actual data in IoT solutions (right)

Thus, using the neural network learning program, the SN1, SN2 and SN3
networks described above were used to carry out test routes. The first two were
used in the context of the home-return time service, while the SN3 network
was automatically set to alarms. The results of these measurements are given
in Tables 1 and 2, and Figures 12, 13 and 14.

Table 1 and Figures 12–13 contain the results of the experiments conducted
in the context of the time-to-return service. As can be seen, both neural net-
works achieved similar results and were similar to those of the actual ones.
Also, in both cases, there is a tendency between morning time and afternoon
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Fig. 13 Comparison of neural networks with actual data in IoT solutions for current time
(left). Comparison of neural networks with actual data in IoT solutions for given distance
to home (right).

Fig. 14 Automatic alarm setup for SN3 neural network.

hours. It turns out that morning measurements are usually more accurate than
those from a later hour. This may be due to the fact of traffic jams occurring
in the city, which makes it harder to predict the return time.

Comparing SN1 results directly with SN2, we can conclude that in most
cases, SN2 gave a slightly better result. In addition, some anomalies can be
found, where the difference between the computed result and the real one is
6 minutes. Despite some shortcomings, both networks had a good tendency.
Figures 12 – 13 show a comparison of actual time with that achieved through
neural networks. Most of the time it was measured to within 3 minutes. This
is a good result, and it can be safely said that in this case artificial intelligence
methods such as neural networks are most useful in systems based on the IoT
concept.

Table 2 and Fig. 14 present results for the automatic time setting service
for the event. In this experiment, exactly the same route was selected, but
it was reversed. Three different hours (meeting time) were examined as the
target arrival time. After analyzing the results, we can conclude that with this
problem the neural network has performed a bit worse than the first service,
but it is still good enough to be able to consider these results as generally
satisfactory. As we can see, at noon time of arrival was much shorter than
that planned (even 15 min ahead of time). On the other hand, arriving at
16:00 in most cases resulted in delays. This fact may be caused, as above,
by traffic jams in the city; neural networks have learned some inference that
is not always immune to certain anomalies. This may mean that the network
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has too little training data and input parameters (increasing the dataset would
improve the inference.)

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated the complexity and usefulness of endowing
IoT systems with artificial intelligence (AI). To that end, an IoT system, called
smart-IoT, was built and several experiments were conducted to validate it
with real data. The core AI methods are artificial neural networks with the
reverse error propagation algorithm, although our approach can ne equally
valid for using other AI methods, to be used in the context of reasoning. The
built-in system uses mobile devices as smart objects and covers tow use cases,
home-time return and automatic set-up of alarms for specific events. The study
was conducted on a 4 km route and involved a comparison of the actual time
achieved with those calculated by neural networks. In conclusion, although
simple, our smart-IoT system is a full-fledged system based on artificial neural
networks. It uses multiple micro-services for the artificial intelligence methods.
For this reason, it is possible to expand it simply by other multiple AI methods
in the context of a single service. This approach could increase the effect of
inference with correct performance. Thus, the system is built in a modular way,
so that upgrading to additional services can be seen as a core to IoT systems
using artificial intelligence. Extending the system with more AI methods as
well as addressing some security and privacy concerns [5] is our future work.
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